IMPORTANT RESOURCES
In the Northeast, it is called Juneberry and reflects when berries are ripe. In the South, it’s called Serviceberry when blossoms predict a thawed ground for burial services, or Shadbush, when blossoms are well timed with the Shad fish running upstream to spawn. It is Amelanchier, a native tree all across the U.S. and, for many birds, the early blossoms mean insects for food and perfectly timed berries for summer foraging.

June is a good time to:
• Improve Windows to Protect Birds from Collisions
• Get Kids Exploring Outdoors
• Start a Moss Lawn

RECOMMENDED ARTICLES:
1. Create Effective Rain Gardens
2. A New Partnership with NWF Garden for Wildlife Program
3. Be Healthier, A Site Goal

Wild About Wildlife Month
Skip the Plastic
Don’t Step on a Bee Day
Gardening Exercise Day
Nature Photography Day
Summer begins
National Pollinator Week
National Moth Week